
Sysco Brands 
Driving Your Profitable Sales



Allow us to introduce you to Sysco’s Leading Brands.  

We’ve built our reputation and success by focusing on 

quality, consistency, savings and variety, and this guide is 

a great overview of our most important brands. Here you 

will find all the most up-to-date information on Sysco’s 

Leading Brands, along with some great ideas on how to mix 

them into a menu, some wonderful, palate-pleasing recipes 

and many heartfelt testimonials from devoted Sysco users.

Sysco is leading the way in quality with these unique brands, 

and bringing the very best to you and your customers. 

Thanks, 

The Sysco Team

Leading Quality.  
    Leading Brands.
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The Sysco Stor y

Since 1970, Sysco has helped foodservice operators provide great meals away from 

home. We’re committed to the success of our customers, with more than 180 locations 

throughout North America and product lines as diverse as the 48,000 employees 

who support our daily operations. Sysco’s products and services are unsurpassed in 

the industry, with the finest meats, the freshest seafood and the best produce, not to 

mention the staples and supplies every restaurant needs to keep its operation fully 

equipped and sparkling clean. Our world-renowned Quality Assurance department is 

the largest in the industry — more than 100 strong! With extensive testing measures, 

our cold-chain management system and refrigerated delivery trucks, you can be 

certain that if it comes from Sysco, it’s safe, reliable and consistently crafted with your 

needs in mind. Sysco does everything within its power to live up to our guiding tenet — 

that “Good things come from Sysco.”
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Truly superior, the Sysco Supreme brand encompasses elite products, 

differentiated by the high quality of their ingredients, packaging and 

applications, and the uniqueness of their formulations. These products 

are guaranteed to enhance any menu or dish with their unmatched 

flavor and quality. Sysco Supreme makes these top-quality products 

available because Sysco believes that the most discerning customers 

deserve the absolute finest products. 

I am especially impressed with the Sysco 

Supreme line. We routinely use the Sysco 

Supreme Whole Haricot Vert Green Beans 

as we find them of higher quality and 

consistency than the fresh, and they give us 

the ability to instantly react to the changing 

needs and counts of our customers.

Brad Semon
President — Painted Plate Catering
www.paintedplate.com   |   Greensboro, NC

SYSCO SUPREME
Superior. Unsurpassed. Outstanding.

“

”
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9491010  12/2 LB  SYS SUP  BEAN GREEN WHL HARICOT VERT
0058511 2/94 OZ SYS SUP  CHEESECAKE ORIG SUPRM 12 CT
5992474  4/1 GAL SYS SUP  MAYONNAISE REAL 1756
1719517  4/2 LB   SYS SUP  ONION PEARL MINI
3617588   6/2.5LB SYS SUP  VEG BLEND RSTD VEG,RED QUINOA 
3617549  6/2.5LB  SYS SUP VEG BLEND RSTD WHT CORN, PEPPERS
3617531   6/2.5LB  SYS SUP   VEG BLEND SWT POT, RSTD ROOTVEG
3709633    2/7.5LB   SYS SUP   BACON LAYFLAT CLDSMK APL 10-12
4012373    6/# 10    SYS SUP    APPLESAUCE FCY IN APPLE JUICE
4911290    6/16 OZ  SYS SUP   PAN COATING ARSL PROF FRMLA
4981086    6/#10      SYS SUP   * SAUCE SPAGHETTI MARINARA



The Sysco Imperial brand represents the very best the foodservice 

industry has to offer. Carefully crafted to Sysco’s exacting 

specifications, the quality of Sysco Imperial’s ingredients stand out 

in the industry. Sourced from around the world, they offer premium 

performance and exceptional value. Sysco brings a new level of 

artisanship to the creation of all Imperial products.

I sampled the Sysco Imperial dressings at 

my business review and was blown away 

by their great flavor and homemade taste. 

Sysco dressings are all I will use now.

SYSCO IMPERIAL
Delightful. Artisanal. Exceptional.

•  8 oz. Sysco Imperial Cream Cheese

•  ½ cup Premium Buttermilk  

Ranch Dressing

•  ½ cup red cayenne pepper  

hot sauce

•  ½ cup Sysco Imperial Bleu  

Cheese Crumbles

•  20 oz. canned boned chicken  

with broth

Prep Time:  Less than 30 mins

Soften Sysco Imperial Cream Cheese  

and combine with remaining ingredients.

Portion into 8 oz. ramekins. Bake at 375°  

for approximately 10 minutes until brown 

and bubbly.

Serve with toasted bread or crackers  

and vegetables.

“
Ryan Stamets
Executive Chef — The Catalina Hotel
www.catalinahotel.com   |   Miami Beach, FL

Buffalo Chicken Dip
6 SERVINGS

”
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3199627  2/1 GAL  SYS IMP  DRESSING BALSAMIC OLIVE VINGT           
4084901  4/1 GAL SYS IMP  DRESSING BLUE CHEESE FROMAGE           
1200278  4/1 GAL  SYS IMP  DRESSING CAESAR TUSCAN                         
5005327  4/1 GAL SYS IMP  DRESSING CAESAR WITH EGG                     
9590878  2/1 GAL   SYS IMP  DRESSING CARIBBEAN MANGO VINGT  
9591264  2/1 GAL  SYS IMP    DRESSING CILANTRO VINGT LFAT            
7139546  2/1 GAL  SYS IMP   DRESSING CUSABI AND DIP      
4000741 4/1 GAL   SYS IMP  DRESSING FRENCH VENTURA      
6703797  2/1 GAL    SYS IMP    DRESSING GARLIC FTFR BALSAMIC
6475719  2/1 GAL    SYS IMP   DRESSING GREEK FETA CHEESE   
4893095  4/1 GAL    SYS IMP   DRESSING HONEY MUSTARD DIP   
4001905  4/1 GAL    SYS IMP  DRESSING PARMESAN CHS PEPPERY
1404755  4/1 GAL    SYS IMP  DRESSING RANCH BUTTERMILK    
4945846  4/1 GAL    SYS IMP   DRESSING RASPBERRY HONEY VINGT
6475230   2/1 GAL    SYS IMP   DRESSING SESAME TOAST FTFR   
6617666   2/1 GAL    SYS IMP  DRESSING TOMATO SNDRD BSL FTFR
4626562  2/1 GAL    SYS IMP  DRESSING VINGRT BLOOD ORG SHAL



Balsamic Chicken Wrap
1 SERVING

Prep Time:  30 mins – 1 hour

Sysco Classic Chicken Fajita Breast Strips, 

fresh baby spinach, shredded Parmesan 

cheese, fresh tomato and a vegetable rice 

blend all rolled up into a Sysco Classic Tortilla 

Wrap that has been drizzled with a  

balsamic glaze.

Warm Sysco Classic Tortilla Wrap, drizzle with 

balsamic glaze. Place fresh spinach on lower 

1/3 of tortilla.

Warm Sysco Classic Chicken Fajita Breast 

Strips and place on top of spinach. Add 

rice and sprinkle with shredded Parmesan 

cheese. Add sliced tomato.

Wrap tortilla using the burrito fold. Cut in 

half. Garnish with a grape tomato. 

Serve with a side of french fries.

•  1 ea. Sysco Classic Tortilla Wrap

•  3/4 oz. balsamic glaze

•  1 oz. fresh baby spinach

•  3 oz. Sysco Classic Chicken Fajita 

Breast Strips

•  ¼ oz. shredded Parmesan cheese

•  2 ea. fresh tomato, sliced ¼ inch

•  7 oz. french fried potatoes, skin on

•  3 oz. hearty and wild mushroom 

vegetable rice blend

•  1/2 oz. fresh grape tomatoes

The Sysco Classic brand family includes an extensive selection, from 

pantry staples and fresh and frozen foods to prepared products and 

hundreds of other options. Sysco Classic brings the quality businesses 

crave and the range of choices customers demand under one brand, and 

delivers them both to you! More value for the price, with quality equal to 

or better than other national and leading brands — that’s Sysco Classic.

I never thought there was a difference 

until we drained the Sysco can and the 

competition’s can and saw how many 

more clams are in the Sysco brand. We 

got more clams per case, and it was a 

better quality product also.

John Henning
Owner — Caitlyn & Cody’s Diner 
www.caitlynandcodysdiner.com   |   Quakertown, PA

SYSCO CLASSIC
Appealing. Satisfying. Dependable.

“
Sysco Classic Ocean Chopped Clams

”
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5886381  2/10 LB   SYS CLS  BACON LAYFLAT C/C 14/18 APL GF
5886579    2/10 LB   SYS CLS    BACON LAYFLAT C/C 14/18 SMK GF
4571261  2/10 LB   SYS CLS BACON LAYFLAT C/C 18/22 APL GF
5886393  2/10 LB   SYS CLS   BACON LAYFLAT C/C 18/22 SMK GF
1005750   1/15 LB  SYS CLS  BACON LAYFLAT C/C 14/18 SMOKED
1005842 1/15 LB   SYS CLS BACON LAYFLAT C/C 18/22 SMOKED
5756893   2/150 CT  SYS CLS  BACON PRECOOKED REG SLI HRTYSM
2536555   2/150 CT   SYS CLS  BACON PRECOOKED REGULAR SLICE 
5855438 2/96 CT   SYS CLS  BACON PRECOOKED ROUND REG SLI 
5857679  2/150 CT   SYS CLS  BACON PRECOOKED THICK SLICE   



Sysco Reliance is there for foodservice operators, offering 

competitively priced products that meet all regulatory standards — 

and Sysco standards for quality and food safety. A great value for the 

price, Reliance products are more consistent than other economy 

labels and provide a lower-cost option for all types of applications. 

Sysco quality is included in all Sysco Reliance products — and that’s 

value you can taste. 

Sysco Reliance is the most reliable mayo  

in terms of taste and consistency. We 

make all our mayo-based sauces with it  

at Blue Collar and will continue to do so  

in all future endeavors.

SYSCO RELIANCE
Economical. Gratifying. Reliable.

“

Daniel Serfer
Chef/Owner — Blue Collar Restaurant
www.bluecollarmiami.com   |   Miami, FL

Sysco Reliance Mayonnaise

”
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8458756   4/1 GAL  SYS REL  CLEANER DEGREASER CONCENTR RTU
8458780  2/90 PK   SYS REL  CLEANER FLOOR NEUTRAL PWDR RTU
8458826 4/1GAL  SYS REL  CLEANER GLASS BLUE RTU
8458856 4/1 GAL   SYS REL    DETERGENT POT/PAN LIQ GRN RTU 
8461107  1/5GAL   SYS REL     DETERGENT POT/PAN LIQ PINK RTU
0279754   4/750ML SYS REL SOAP HAND AB FOAM ORANGE RTU
0279725  4/800ML  SYS REL     SOAP HAND AB LIQ ORANGE RTU 
0279735 4/750ML  SYS REL     SOAP HAND FOAM PINK RTU     
8458977  4/1 GAL    SYS REL  SOAP HAND LIQ PINK RTU      
0279747 4/800ML  SYS REL  SOAP HAND LIQ PINK RTU



Butcher’s Block brings the very best to your table. The finest cuts of 

beef, deliciously marbled pork, fork-tender veal and succulent lamb 

are all produced under optimum conditions, providing you with 

some of the most marvelous meats available. Tender and delicious, 

every steak cut of Butcher’s Block Boxed Beef is aged for a minimum 

of 21 days, enhancing its natural flavor and making it a rare treat. 

Available in 1/4-inch trim specifications with consistent sizing and 

convenient packaging, these fresh USDA Choice and Select boxed 

beef cuts are perfect for the discerning customer. Butcher’s Block 

Pork provides a full line of fresh and frozen pork products, all of which 

boast outstanding performance due to tighter specifications upheld 

by Sysco’s award-winning Quality Assurance team. Butcher’s Block 

Reserve lamb and veal products carry USDA Process Verified shields, a 

mark that they have undergone rigorous oversight, ensuring quality 

and consistency. All of these Butcher’s Block products set the standard 

in the foodservice industry, bringing reliability, consistency and value 

together in one protein-rich package. 

Sysco’s Quality Assurance department 

ensures safety and flavor in every bite 

of Butcher’s Block by overseeing the 

selection process and confirming that 

the final product meets Sysco’s stringent 

standards for texture, weight and color. 

The best beef, the best pork, the best veal 

and lamb — the best meats across the 

board are brought to you by Sysco quality 

and Butcher’s Block.

BUTCHER’S BLOCK
Reserve. Hand-selected. Premier.

Butcher’s Block Quality 
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7914993 8/5#AVG BCH BLK  BEEF BRISKET FLAT 1/4 SEL 
4228862 3/11#AVG BCH BLK   BEEF FLANK STEAK CH 3PK 6EA
4226692  3/11-15#  BCH BLK  BEEF RIBEYE LIPON CH BNLS 
4230967 3/11-15# BCH BLK  BEEF RIBEYE LPON BNLS SLCT
4226809 3/10-13#  BCH BLK  BEEF STRIP BNLS 0X1 1/4 CH
4230777 3/10-13#  BCH BLK   BEEF STRIP BNLS 0X1 1/4SEL
4230934 6/5#UP  BCH BLK  BEEF TENDER PSMO SELCT USA
6046789 4/2 PC  BCH BLK   PORK BUTT B/I 1/4 8-12# EA
6046902 8/6-9#AV BCH BLK  PORK BUTT BNLS 1/4 6-9#EA 
5806532 4/4 PC   BCH BLK  PORK CUSHION MEAT 1-3#  AVG
5812296 2/6-9#AV  BCH BLK  PORK LOIN BNLS CC STR/OFF 1/8I
6046884 2/6-10#  BCH BLK  PORK LOIN BNLS CC STRPOFF SEAS
5812534  6/2 PC   BCH BLK  PORK TENDERLOIN 1.5 DN FRESH
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B U TC H E R ’S  B LO C K

Butcher’s Block Reserve Angus 

Part of the Butcher’s Block complete beef program, Butcher’s 

Block Reserve Angus Beef is a hand-selected, custom-sized 

product with exceptional taste, specifically designed for 

operators who want to serve premium beef that is high in 

tenderness and flavor. The Butcher’s Block Reserve Angus 

Beef line offers the most popular cuts, aged for a minimum of 

21 days. Graded and certified for marbling, maturity and other 

important quality factors, Butcher’s Block Reserve Angus is 

available in commodity and 1/4-inch trims in a convenient 

40 lb. box for easy handling and efficient inventory turns. A 

year-round crowd pleaser, this beef ensures a consistent plate 

presentation and patron satisfaction unmatched by other 

boxed beef programs. 

•  4 oz. Butcher’s Block Shoulder 
Tender Roast

•  Fire and Flavor Coffee Rub, to taste
•  5 oz. salad mix – butter blend
•  2 oz. glazed walnuts
•  1 oz. oven-roasted red tomato
•  1 oz. oven-roasted yellow tomato
•  2 oz. balsamic glaze
•  2 oz. crumbled bleu cheese

Prep Time:  30 mins – 1 hour

Butcher’s Block Shoulder Tender Roast 
served with butter blend salad mix, roasted 
tomato, crumbled bleu cheese, candied 
walnuts and balsamic glaze.

Season Butcher’s Block Shoulder Tender 
Roast with Fire and Flavor Coffee Rub.  
Grill steak, then finish in oven until  
medium rare. Set aside to cool.

Arrange 5 ounces of butter leaf salad blend 
in bowl and top with bleu cheese, candied 
walnuts and roasted tomatoes. 

Slice or cube chilled shoulder tender and place 
on top of salad. Garnish with balsamic glaze.

Bistro Steak Salad
1 SERVING

The tenderness and quality found 

in Butcher’s Block provides me the 

assurance of not worrying about what is 

being served. I would highly recommend 

this line as a leader in its field.

“

Paul Jakubczyk 
Owner — PJ’s Bistro
www.pjsbistro.com   |   Manitou Springs, CO

”
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1033232  1/10 LB  FIRECLS  BEEF FOR STEW MCH-CUT 135A  
0566838 4/10# AV   FIRECLS    BEEF GRND BULK 81/19 CHUB FRS
0566709 4/5#AV    FIRECLS       BEEF GRND BULK 81/19 CHUB FRS
0672917 8/5#AVG  FIRECLS         BEEF GROUND PORK BLEND 80/20
9415167 32/8 OZ    FIRECLS        BEEF GROUND STEAK PTY FRSH
2580041 40/8 OZ   FIRECLS       BEEF PATTY GRD 75 SEA HS FRZ
2580058 60/5.3 OZ  FIRECLS     BEEF PATTY GRD 75 SEA HS FRZ
2580066 80/4 OZ   FIRECLS    BEEF PATTY GRD 75 SEA HS FRZ
3481015 40/4OZ    FIRECLS     BEEF PATTY GRD 80 HS FRZ
3481021 20/8OZ    FIRECLS      BEEF PATTY GRD 80 HS FRZ
3412987 30/5.33OZ  FIRECLS    BEEF PATTY GRD 75 HS FRZ

Olympian Burgers
4 SERVINGS

•  1 lb. Fire River Farms  

Ground Beef

•  ¼ cup low-fat or regular plain 

Greek-style yogurt

•  ½ cup olive tapenade, divided

•  1 ea. small sweet onion

•  1 ea. small zucchini,  

thinly sliced

•  ¼ cup crumbled Feta cheese

•  4 ea. whole-grain hamburger 

buns, split, toasted

•  fresh spinach leaves, to taste

Prep Time:  30 mins – 1 hour

Combine yogurt and ¼ cup tapenade in small 
bowl. Cover and refrigerate until ready to use. 

Combine Fire River Farms Ground Beef and 
remaining ¼ cup tapenade in a large bowl, 
mixing lightly but thoroughly. Lightly shape 
into four ½" thick patties.

Heat grill pan over medium heat until hot. 
Place patties in pan; cook 10-12 minutes 
until center registers 160° F, turning 
occasionally. Season with pepper as desired. 
Remove and keep warm. 

Add onion and zucchini to grill pan over 
medium heat; season with salt and pepper 
as desired. Cook 5-6 minutes or until 
lightly browned and crisp-tender, turning 
occasionally.

Place 1 T. cheese on bottom of each bun 
and top evenly with spinach leaves, onion, 
burger and zucchini. Spread 2 T. yogurt 
mixture on cut side of each bun top.  
Close sandwiches.

Fire River Farms is Sysco’s exclusive brand of ground beef products. 
Available in both patty and bulk in fresh or frozen styles, the line  
delivers an exceptional level of oversight into the processing and  
food safety of ground beef. These stringent safety standards ensure 
that the raw materials used to produce Fire River Farms products 
result in flavorful, consistent products with a higher yield. Sysco also 
closely monitors the delivery of Fire River Farms Ground Beef from the 
manufacturer to your door, providing a consistent cold chain  
and ensuring a safe, wholesome product.

Fire River Farms offers multiple options for maximizing your menu’s 
appeal. Patties come in a wide selection of sizes and shapes in  
easy-to-use zip-lock bags. Bulk ground beef is also available in a variety 
of grinds from fine to coarse — suitable for creating custom dishes 
such as chilis, enchiladas or your very own signature burger that 
patrons will come back for time and again. Fire River Farms products 
include Fire River Farms Supreme Angus, Fire River Farms Imperial, Fire 
River Farms Angus, Fire River Farms Classic, and Fire River Farms. The 
best possible quality for the best ground beef — that’s Fire River Farms.

FIRE RIVER FARMS
Hearty. Flavorful. Moist.
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easy-to-use zip-lock bags. Bulk ground beef is also available in a variety 
of grinds from fine to coarse — suitable for creating custom dishes 
such as chilis, enchiladas or your very own signature burger that 
patrons will come back for time and again. Fire River Farms products 
include Fire River Farms Supreme Angus, Fire River Farms Imperial, Fire 
River Farms Angus, Fire River Farms Classic, and Fire River Farms. The 
best possible quality for the best ground beef — that’s Fire River Farms.

FIRE RIVER FARMS
Hearty. Flavorful. Moist.
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Olympian Burgers
4 SERVINGS

•  1 lb. Fire River Farms  

Ground Beef

•  ¼ cup low-fat or regular plain 

Greek-style yogurt

•  ½ cup olive tapenade, divided

•  1 ea. small sweet onion

•  1 ea. small zucchini,  

thinly sliced

•  ¼ cup crumbled Feta cheese

•  4 ea. whole-grain hamburger 

buns, split, toasted

•  fresh spinach leaves, to taste

Prep Time:  30 mins – 1 hour

Combine yogurt and ¼ cup tapenade in small 
bowl. Cover and refrigerate until ready to use. 

Combine Fire River Farms Ground Beef and 
remaining ¼ cup tapenade in a large bowl, 
mixing lightly but thoroughly. Lightly shape 
into four ½" thick patties.

Heat grill pan over medium heat until hot. 
Place patties in pan; cook 10-12 minutes 
until center registers 160° F, turning 
occasionally. Season with pepper as desired. 
Remove and keep warm. 

Add onion and zucchini to grill pan over 
medium heat; season with salt and pepper 
as desired. Cook 5-6 minutes or until 
lightly browned and crisp-tender, turning 
occasionally.

Place 1 T. cheese on bottom of each bun 
and top evenly with spinach leaves, onion, 
burger and zucchini. Spread 2 T. yogurt 
mixture on cut side of each bun top.  
Close sandwiches.
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Sysco is working closely with the World 

Wildlife Fund to identify fisheries, establish 

a seafood platform and identify renewable 

resources in every category — making 

certain that the products you need are always 

reliable, responsible and ecologically sound. 

Portico brings you the highest quality standards in the industry —  

and delicious, healthful seafood selections that are imminently 

adaptable to any menu. Portico Bounty products meet established 

industry standards for competitive value-added labels. Portico Prime 

brings you the best available value-added products, packed to 

exceedingly high expectations with better ingredients, limited use of 

chemicals, and unique recipes. Portico Simply brings you the basics 

— raw seafood with nothing added, providing you with maximum 

versatility while delivering uncompromised quality and value. Portico 

also stands for integrity — we guarantee and list true net weights and 

species that always match up with what’s in the box.

From whole fish to delicious fillets, from far-away ocean selections 

to more domestic varieties, Sysco’s Portico brand has a line on some 

of the world’s most healthful, flavorful seafood selections. From 

conveniently breaded and battered portions to freshly frozen-at-sea 

products, Sysco’s Portico brand makes your job easier at every step. 

Bake it, broil it, grill it, fry it — doesn’t matter how you prepare it, with 

Portico products, you’re really cooking.

PORTICO
Healthful. Consistent. Elegant.

Portico Quality 
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of grinds from fine to coarse — suitable for creating custom dishes 
such as chilis, enchiladas or your very own signature burger that 
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2184877 1/20 LB   PORTIMP  CRAB KING LEG&CLW 16/20 CT
7626203 2/5 LB     PORTSIM   CLAM MEAT SEA CHOPPED IQF USA
2304224   3/14 LB  PORTSIM   COD ATL FIL SHTR 8-16OZ FAS
2635009 1/10 LB PORTIMP    SALMON KETA PRTN SKON 4OZ CF
2583391 1/10 LB    PORTIMP   SALMON KETA PRTN SKON 6OZ CF
7025020  4/2.5 LB   PORTCLS   SHRIMP WHT EZPL 16/20 ASI
6731634 4/2.5LB   PORTCLS     SHRIMP WHT EZPL 26/30   
6731659 4/2.5LB PORTCLS   SHRIMP WHT EZPL 31/40   
5670272  4/3LB    PORTCLS   SHRIMP BRD BFLY CLTL 12/15
4723948 4/3 LB  PORTCLS     SHRIMP BRD BFLY CLTL 16/20
4723951 4/3 LB     PORTCLS  SHRIMP BRD BFLY CLTL 21/25

Sysco is working closely with the World 

Wildlife Fund to identify fisheries, establish 

a seafood platform and identify renewable 

resources in every category — making 

certain that the products you need are always 

reliable, responsible and ecologically sound. 

Portico brings you the highest quality standards in the industry —  

and delicious, healthful seafood selections that are imminently 

adaptable to any menu. Portico Bounty products meet established 

industry standards for competitive value-added labels. Portico Prime 

brings you the best available value-added products, packed to 

exceedingly high expectations with better ingredients, limited use of 

chemicals, and unique recipes. Portico Simply brings you the basics 

— raw seafood with nothing added, providing you with maximum 

versatility while delivering uncompromised quality and value. Portico 

also stands for integrity — we guarantee and list true net weights and 

species that always match up with what’s in the box.

From whole fish to delicious fillets, from far-away ocean selections 

to more domestic varieties, Sysco’s Portico brand has a line on some 

of the world’s most healthful, flavorful seafood selections. From 

conveniently breaded and battered portions to freshly frozen-at-sea 

products, Sysco’s Portico brand makes your job easier at every step. 

Bake it, broil it, grill it, fry it — doesn’t matter how you prepare it, with 

Portico products, you’re really cooking.

PORTICO
Healthful. Consistent. Elegant.

Portico Quality 
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The core objective of Sysco’s Quality 

Assurance department is ensuring the 

quality and safety of all Sysco brand products, 

including Arrezzio, from angel hair to ziti. 

Great care is taken with each of our brands, 

making certain that all our products are 

reliably safe. Sysco’s Quality Assurance team 

of over 100 highly trained experts works 

tirelessly to make sure that meats are kept 

at the correct temperature, fresh veggies 

are handled with care, and canned goods 

stay good, all the way from our facilities to 

customers’ plates. 

Italian zest at your fingertips — that’s the Arrezzio line from Sysco. 

Whether the menu is authentic Italian or has just a taste of Tuscany, 

Arrezzio products are the perfect choice, punching up the flavor and 

the profits. Arrezzio is the go-to source for reliable, real Italian flavor. 

From pesto sauce to cheeses, from canned tomatoes to pizza dough, 

Arrezzio products are a fresh take on old-world cuisine — robust, 

diverse and authentic. 

ARREZZIO
Robust. Diverse. Authentic. 

Arrezzio Quality 
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2184877 1/20 LB   PORTIMP  CRAB KING LEG&CLW 16/20 CT
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2635009 1/10 LB PORTIMP    SALMON KETA PRTN SKON 4OZ CF
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4723948 4/3 LB  PORTCLS     SHRIMP BRD BFLY CLTL 16/20
4723951 4/3 LB     PORTCLS  SHRIMP BRD BFLY CLTL 21/25

7180771 2/4.5-5#  AREZZIO HAM CAPICOLA BUTT HOT                    
2557379   2/5-6.5#  AREZZIO HAM PROSCIUTTO COLOSS DOM TRIM             
2563898  1/9-11#    AREZZIO HAM PROSCIUTTO DOM AGED             
7181050  3/3-3.5#    AREZZIO    PANCETTA HALF ITAL STY BAC 
2368769  2/12.5LB  AREZZIO      PEPPERONI SLICED PORK&BF14-16C
2544831  1/10 LB  AREZZIO     PEPPERONI SLICED PORK&BF14-16C
8462261 2/12.5#   AREZZIO       PEPPERONI SLICED PORK,BF14-16C
4314090  1/10#  AREZZIO     SAUSAGE ITAL ROPE MILD
4012342  1/10#    AREZZIO       SAUSAGE ITALIAN BULK HOT      
4012359 40/4 OZ  AREZZIO      SAUSAGE ITALIAN LINK HOT 4 OZ 
4012185 40/4 OZ  AREZZIO    SAUSAGE ITALIAN LINK MILD     
5124546  1/10# AREZZIO     SAUSAGE ITALIAN LINK MILD 2OZ 
4012173  1/10#        AREZZIO     SAUSAGE ITALIAN MILD BULK     
4012377  1/10 AREZZIO     SAUSAGE ITALIAN ROPE HOT      
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Riserva Cheese is a true mozzarella, one like no other.
Using traditional cheese expertise combined with genuine pizza
applications, California-made Riserva excels in taste, stretch and
consistency. Its utmost quality broadens Sysco’s selection of pizza 
cheeses to satisfy even the most demanding Chefs and Pizza 
Operators. Sysco has extended the breadth of our portfolio through 
Riserva, making it easier to meet each customer’s taste, performance 
and pricing expectations.

• Riserva comes in loaves, shreds and blends
• 100% manufactured in California to ensure consistency
• Superior re-heat performance
• All - natural; no anti-caking in the shreds
• Milky-buttery tantalizing taste 

RISERVA 
Premium. Top-preforming. Tantalizing Taste. 

 
  iserved?

TM

Have you been

Real California Cheese is distinguished by the 

black and gold Real California Cheese seal. 

This seal certifies that the cheese carrying it 

is natural, and made in California exclusively 

from California milk. Pizza makers and pizza 

lovers recognize that top quality ingredients 

make a pizza great. Along with freshly made 

dough and the finest meats and vegetables, 

cheese makes an important contribution to 

the flavor and appearance of your pizzas. 

Real California Cheese 
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2856146 8/6 LB ARZRSVS    CHEESE MOZZ LMPS LOAF PREM    
2856179 8/6 LB        ARZRSVS   *CHEESE MOZZ LMWM LOAF PREM    
2856076 6/5 LB    ARZRSVS     *CHEESE MOZZ/PROV PS SHRD PRM  
2856108 6/5 LB  ARZRSVS  *CHEESE MOZZARELLA WM SHRD PREM
4358893 1/18#AVG   ARZRSVS   *CHEESE PARM REGGIANO 1/4 DOP  
4358877 1/13#AVG   ARZRSVS      CHEESE ROMANO PECORINO 1/4 DOP
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Meats, cheeses, breads and sides … 

everything you need for a perfect picnic is 

available from Block & Barrel. Monitoring 

the quality of a line that encompasses so 

many different types of products isn’t easy, 

but Sysco’s Quality Assurance department 

is dedicated to ensuring the quality of 

everything Sysco produces, from appetizers 

to sweet finishes. We’re committed to quality 

and to providing the safe, reliable, delicious 

products our customers depend on. 

You can’t spell “delicious” without deli! Block & Barrel brings you 

the most delicious, delightful deli offerings around. High-quality deli 

meats (both bulk and pre-sliced) such as roast beef, ham and turkey 

make an amazing sandwich when combined with Block & Barrel bulk 

and sliced cheeses. Put it all on one of Block & Barrel’s sandwich rolls 

or ready-made breads, and serve with a crisp Block & Barrel Kosher 

Pickle Spear or some delightful prepared soup on the side. Add some 

Block & Barrel chips or pretzels, and lunch is served! Any way you slice 

it, Block & Barrel products are a delicious way to fill out a menu.

BLOCK & BARREL
Delicious. Wholesome. Tried-and-true.

Block & Barrel Supreme Natural Pan 

Roasted Turkey Breast gives me a unique 

product with the highest available flavor 

and quality for my customers. Knowing that 

Sysco stands behind their brands 100% 

gives me peace of mind, as well.

“

Nick Lyssikatos
Owner — Brickhouse Tavern
www.brickhousetavern.com   |   Davidson, NC

”

Block & Barrel Quality 
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8114183 2/6-8#   BBRLSUP TURKEY BRST ALL NAT PAN  SKON
2378289  2/6-8#AV  BBRLSUP TURKEY BRST NAT SMK PAN RST  
3165051  2/6-11LB  BBRLIMP   HAM APLWD ULTIMATE CARVING   
8970428  2/7-9#AV  BBRLIMP HAM BNLS HCKORY HERTH D NJ   
3922317   2/10-12#  BBRLIMP  HAM BUFFET BNLS 21CENT WA96%FF
2382653  2/5-8#AV  BBRLCLS  BEEF ROAST TOP RND C/O MR
2382596  2/8#AVG   BBRLIMP   BEEF ROAST TOP RND C/O CH MR
2386704 3/5-8#AV  BBRLCLS  BEEF CORNED BTM RND FLT CKD
4476840  3/5-9#     BBRLCLS   BEEF PASTRAMI BTM RND FLT SEL
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is dedicated to ensuring the quality of 

everything Sysco produces, from appetizers 

to sweet finishes. We’re committed to quality 

and to providing the safe, reliable, delicious 

products our customers depend on. 

You can’t spell “delicious” without deli! Block & Barrel brings you 

the most delicious, delightful deli offerings around. High-quality deli 

meats (both bulk and pre-sliced) such as roast beef, ham and turkey 

make an amazing sandwich when combined with Block & Barrel bulk 

and sliced cheeses. Put it all on one of Block & Barrel’s sandwich rolls 

or ready-made breads, and serve with a crisp Block & Barrel Kosher 

Pickle Spear or some delightful prepared soup on the side. Add some 

Block & Barrel chips or pretzels, and lunch is served! Any way you slice 

it, Block & Barrel products are a delicious way to fill out a menu.

BLOCK & BARREL
Delicious. Wholesome. Tried-and-true.

Block & Barrel Supreme Natural Pan 

Roasted Turkey Breast gives me a unique 

product with the highest available flavor 

and quality for my customers. Knowing that 

Sysco stands behind their brands 100% 

gives me peace of mind, as well.

“

Nick Lyssikatos
Owner — Brickhouse Tavern
www.brickhousetavern.com   |   Davidson, NC
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Sysco practices the continuous evaluation 

of its canned fruit and vegetable products, 

inspecting and assessing them every step 

of the way. The Lot Set Aside program 

allows Sysco to ensure that such products 

as Casa Solana Canned Tomatoes are 

evaluated by inspectors from harvest 

through the canning process and labeled 

only if they meet or exceed Sysco’s high 

standards of safety and excellence. 

If you’re looking for the ingredientes for a truly authentic south-of-

the-border meal or just a little added heat, our Casa is your Casa. The 

Casa Solana line includes both block and shredded cheeses, tortillas, 

chips, refried and black beans, prepared avocado and guacamoles, 

and salsas — not to mention mouthwatering, eye-watering green 

chilis and jalapeños! Casa Solana has you covered with both 

precooked and ready-to-cook seasoned fajita meats and fire-roasted 

and salsa-style tomatoes. A great pick-me-up for any menu, Casa 

Solana means affordability, consistency, quality and convenience — 

in any language!

CASA SOLANA
Spicy. Exciting. Fantastic. 

Casa Solana Quality 
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8337503 8/2# TUB CASASOL  AVOCADO HASS FRS CHNK PULP HPP
6297594 48/1.5 OZ CASASOL     AVOCADO HASS FRSH HLV INDW HPP
9006883 8/2# BAG CASASOL     AVOCADO HASS 100% FRS PULP HPP
9420530 4/2LB CASASOL     GUACAMOLE FRESH ORIG BLEND HPP
2748719 36/2 OZ  CASASOL      GUACAMOLE FRESH SNKPK ORIG HPP
0189318  12/1 LB   CASASOL     GUACAMOLE CALIFORNIA HPP FRZ 
2753520  8/2LB      CASASOL    GUACAMOLE MILD TIP TOP HPP FZN
2754218  12/1LB    CASASOL    GUACAMOLE PLAIN BLEND HPP FRZN
1626605  12/1 LB   CASASOL     GUACAMOLE SOUTHWESTERN HPP FRZ
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All Wholesome Farms products either 

meet or exceed Sysco’s stringent quality 

requirements. Sysco takes incredible 

care to ensure that all Sysco dairy is kept 

at the proper temperature and shipped 

in a way that’s conducive to maximum 

preservation, making certain that you 

receive nothing but the best product.

Farm-fresh offerings from Wholesome Farms are a reliable, nutritive 

staple in any menu. From heavy cream for whipping to the half and 

half that makes coffee a creamy delight, from pre-scrambled eggs 

to wholesome Grade AA shell eggs, Wholesome Farms products are 

typically produced at dairies located closer to our customers, resulting 

in fresher, more dependable dairy products with longer shelf lives. 

Cottage cheese, milk in a range of sizes from half pints to gallons, and 

delicious ice cream help round out the Wholesome Farms product 

portfolio. Butter, sour cream, margarine, whipped topping — chances 

are, if you need it and it comes from dairy country, Wholesome Farms 

has it! Like all of Sysco’s leading brands, Wholesome Farms has a wide 

variety of products at a consistently high level of quality. 

WHOLESOME FARMS
Nourishing. Comforting. Rich.

Wholesome Farms Quality 
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4660850 12/32 OZ  WHLFCLS   MILK BUTTERMILK SKIM
4609772  6/.5 GAL    WHLFCLS    MILK HOMOGENIZED ESL SPOUT
4666695 4/1 GAL         WHLFCLS    MILK HOMOGENIZED GALLON  
9551706    1/5 GAL         WHLFCLS    MILK HOMOGENIZED WHL     
4675009    1/5 GAL         WHLFCLS    MILK SKIM
4605531  6/.5 GAL        WHLFCLS    MILK SKIM ESL SPOUT
4666687   4/1 GAL         WHLFCLS    MILK SKIM GALLON
4695015  4/1 GAL         WHLFCLS    MILK 1% GAL
4666679   4/1 GAL         WHLFCLS     MILK 2% GALLON           
 2557940   1/5 GAL         WHLFCLS    MILK 2% RDUC FAT ESL     
 4609822   6/.5 GAL        WHLFCLS  MILK 2% RDUC FAT ESL SPOUT
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Sysco’s number one commitment is to 

quality. We merchandise a brand, not a 

label — and each item under the Sysco 

brand is produced under manufacturing 

conditions that assure product safety 

and wholesomeness. Items that carry 

the Sysco brand are produced by a wide 

supplier base of individual processing 

companies, and we’ve developed a quality 

process that requires cooperation and 

communication between Sysco suppliers, 

Sysco merchandising and marketing 

departments, and Sysco Quality Assurance 

professionals. This kind of teamwork ensures 

that Sysco customers will continue to get 

the consistency and quality they depend 

on and deserve.

Baker's Source brings you parbaked and finished artisan breads and 

rolls, muffins, and cookies. There’s nothing like a crusty ciabatta to take 

a sandwich from the ordinary to the extraordinary, and a just-baked 

cookie is a sweet finish to any meal. Baker's Source also has dry 

mixable ingredients perfect for the creation of delightful from-scratch 

baked goods. Baker's Source brings Sysco’s superior quality to a wide 

range of home-baked flavors, taking the time and effort out of your 

baking routine. The Baker's Source line of products is always 

oven-ready, table-ready, and ready for you.

BAKER'S SOURCE
Decadent. Appetizing. Convenient. 

Baker's Source Quality 
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4427860 12/16 OZ BKRSIMP  BREAD BAGUETTE FRCH RUSTIC   
1213511 32/10 OZ BKRSIMP     BREAD BAGUETTE FRCH RUSTIC 12
1219187 40/4.5 OZ BKRSIMP    BREAD BAGUETTE FRENCH DEMI PBK
4429288 15/20 OZ BKRSIMP      BREAD BATARD ASIAGO CHEESE   
4427712 15/16 OZ BKRSIMP  BREAD CIABATTA ARTISAN       
9652942 42/4 OZ BKRSIMP   BREAD CIABATTA ASIAGO CHS     
4427779 42/4 OZ BKRSIMP  BREAD CIABATTA SNDW ARTISN   
1213313 64/3 OZ BKRSIMP   BREAD CIABATTA SNDW 4X4
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Drink a cup. Feed a child. That’s the idea 

behind Citavo Organic Coffee’s efforts to 

benefit both coffee-farming families and 

at-risk children around the world. Organic 

production helps protect the health of coffee 

producers and the surrounding environments 

by eliminating chemicals used in production, 

while Fair Trade certification ensures coffee 

producers a guaranteed living wage. 

Sysco stands behind these principles by 

donating to children’s charities dedicated to 

feeding, clothing and educating children in 

coffee-growing countries. Sysco is proud to 

support these humanitarian efforts and to run 

a business that’s invested in the future success 

of these children, and in a better tomorrow.

The Citavo line of fine coffees and beverages encompasses the 

flavors and traditions of the coffee-producing world, and it includes 

several treats for coffee lovers worldwide. No matter what’s on the 

menu, there’s no better end to a great meal than a delicious cup of 

Citavo coffee. Whether refreshingly iced or piping hot, Citavo coffees 

and beverages show customers that you know quality. A variety of 

roasts are available in both caffeinated and decaf versions, along with 

creamy, delicious European-style cappuccinos, hot chocolates and 

fair-trade coffees. Wake up to Sysco quality and flavor with Citavo 

coffees and beverages. 

CITAVO
Exotic. Exhilarating. Eye-opening.

Citavo Quality 
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7545553 6/2 LB  CITAVO   COFFEE BEAN COL          
7545989 6/2LB   CITAVO        COFFEE BEAN DECAF SPEC BLD
7545910 6/2 LB    CITAVO   COFFEE BEAN DECAF 100% COL
7545589 6/2LB             CITAVO      COFFEE BEAN SPEC BLEND           
4752226    96/2 OZ  CITAVO    COFFEE GRND ARAB WC W/F     
4636577 96/1.5 OZ CITAVO        COFFEE GRND ARB RYL MN W/F  
5813209 96/2 OZ     CITAVO    COFFEE GRND ARB RYL MN W/F  
4479770 96/2 OZ   CITAVO        COFFEE GRND DECAF RYL MTN W/F
8576191  96/2.5 OZ  CITAVO     COFFEE GRND DECAF FRCH ROAST
4336406  42/2.75OZ CITAVO      COFFEE GRND ORGANIC DARK ROAST
0141980  64/3 OZ   CITAVO    COFFEE GRND ARAB GOLD
8322224  96/1.5 OZ CITAVO     *COFFEE GRND COL W/F     
8322521 96/1.75OZ CITAVO      *COFFEE GRND COL W/F     
4116158   96/2 OZ   CITAVO      *COFFEE GRND COL W/F     
4571386  96/1.5 OZ   CITAVO  *COFFEE GRND DECAF COL W/F
4115739  96/2 OZ  CITAVO   *COFFEE GRND DECAF COL W/F
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Sysco’s quality specialists are leading the way 

in the provision of the most reliably fresh 

produce in the industry. Trained product 

inspectors evaluate Sysco Natural produce 

at every step in its journey from the field 

to your plates, inspecting it for freshness 

and color and holding it to Sysco’s stringent 

quality and safety standards — which are 

many times more exacting than those 

required by the foodservice industry. When 

you serve Sysco Natural products, you serve 

the very best in the business. 

Sysco is the leading supplier of fresh produce in North America — 

so we know fresh! Sysco Natural value-added produce brings the 

very best and freshest fully cleaned, fully washed produce to your 

doorstep, providing a fast, easy way to create great sides and entrees. 

Grown, harvested and packed under strict GAP (Good Agricultural 

Practices) and GMP (Good Manufacturing Practices) standards, Sysco 

Natural’s fresh, healthy produce exceeds the industry’s best standards. 

Sysco’s groundbreaking packaging solutions allow Sysco Natural 

produce to arrive in a state of crisp freshness unmatched by any 

other brand — with less shrinkage and extended shelf life, to boot! 

Sysco Natural products are harvested at peak flavor and color, making 

them a bright, sparkling addition to any plate. Sysco Natural offers 

an amazing breadth and depth of produce, from recipe components 

like pre-sliced onions and peppers to plate-finishing parsley. When 

nothing but Natural will do, count on Sysco Natural. 

SYSCO NATURAL
Fresh. Colorful. Crisp.

Sysco Natural Quality 
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3865649  6/1 QT  SYS NAT   JUICE LEMON PSTRZD ULTRA PREM 
3865292 4/1 GAL  SYS NAT      JUICE LEMONADE READY TO USE   
3865730  6/1 QT SYS NAT    JUICE LIME PSTRZD ULTRA PREM  
3943562  4/1 GAL  SYS NAT    JUICE ORANGE NO PULP          
3865896 4/1 GAL  SYS NAT      JUICE ORANGE PSTRZD ULTRA PREM
4391284   12/12 OZ  SYS NAT   JUICE PNAPL LTLY PAST FRSH    
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other brand — with less shrinkage and extended shelf life, to boot! 

Sysco Natural products are harvested at peak flavor and color, making 

them a bright, sparkling addition to any plate. Sysco Natural offers 

an amazing breadth and depth of produce, from recipe components 

like pre-sliced onions and peppers to plate-finishing parsley. When 

nothing but Natural will do, count on Sysco Natural. 

SYSCO NATURAL
Fresh. Colorful. Crisp.

Sysco Natural Quality 
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Sysco’s Earth Plus is a line of biodegradable disposable and paper 

products. Just as effective as original cleaning solutions, these 

products have been updated and improved to be in line with the 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Design for the Environment 

(DfE) program, which is a voluntary EPA program that seeks and 

promotes innovative products and the technologies and practices 

that lead to better, more environmentally friendly usage. Earth Plus is 

perfectly in line with this program, and is just one of the ways Sysco 

demonstrates environmental stewardship every day.

SYSCO EARTH PLUS
Responsible. Effective. Safe.
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4661245 12/210 CT  SYS REL *TOWEL KITCHEN 9X11 2PLY EARTH+   
5767162  16/250 CT  SYS REL   *TOWEL MULTI 9.5X9.12 EARTH+    
5767173  12/350 FT  SYS REL    *TOWEL ROLL NOPERF 7.87 EARTH+ 
9203654  6/800FT   SYS REL   *TOWEL ROLL NOPERF 7.9 EARTH+  
4101259  16/250CT   SYS REL     *TOWEL SFOLD 10.25X9.125 EARTH+
5593744  250/12X9X1     SYSCO   TRAY PAPER PULP BGE EARTH



Keystone Apex2 is an all-solid 

warewashing program with controlled 

dispensing. Advanced system monitors 

temperature and other indicators.  

Language-free training videos show how 

easy it is to use.

Keystone includes a complete line of 

powerful, ready-to-use solutions to 

quickly remove food soils and provide 

daily disinfecting, while maintaining food 

quality and lowering your customers’ 

total costs.

Sysco and Ecolab work together to bring you Keystone, a complete 

cleaning, sanitation and food safety program that helps secure your 

reputation. From the front of the house to the back, Keystone has 

solutions that fit your customers’ needs. Keystone is a Sysco brand — 

take advantage of sales opportunities in every account.  

KEYSTONE
Great Results. Better Customer Retention.
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Our Specialty Meat Companies have been providing high quality 

fresh cut steaks for decades. While distributed under the Buckhead 

Pride™ and Newport Pride® names, our team is actually made up of 

19 companies that in total boast the largest staff  of meat experts 

in the world. With extensive cutting experience and knowledge of 

the specialty meat category, our team cuts steaks precisely to our 

customers’ specifications and are trained to understand that “Every 

Steak Matters.” 

We’re committed to satisfaction and service, offering quality assured 

products that surpass industry standards for food safety. Collectively 

our companies are the largest foodservice purveyor of the renowned 

Certified Angus Beef® branded products in the world and we service 

many of the world’s most prestigious steak houses. By understanding 

that the value of our products is based upon quality, yield, 

appearance, and most importantly, taste… we’re able to provide the 

best superior specialty meat offerings in foodservice.

SPECIALTY MEATS
Fresh. Quality. Expertise.

TM
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0325892  2/5#AVG  CAB              BEEF CHUCK GRND 80\20 BULK
0325892   2/5#AVG   CAB              BEEF CHUCK GRND 80\20 BULK
0360400   1/11#AVG  CABBHNP   BEEF BRISKET
9838509 2/6-8#AV    CABBHNP    BEEF CHUCK CLOD HEART BNLS
7558014    2/5.5#AV     CABBHNP    BEEF CHUCK FLAP MEAT
0355937    1/10#AVG   CABBHNP    BEEF CHUCK TENDER TERES MAJOR
0808564   1/12#AVG   CABBHNP BEEF FLANK STEAK
6236051    2/EA LT       CABBHNP    BEEF RIBEYE LIPON
5917133   2/EA HVY   CABBHNP   BEEF RIBEYE LIPON
4253308    1/23#AV     CABBHNP   BEEF ROUND INSIDE
0755746  1/15#AVG  CABBHNP   BEEF SIRLOIN TRI TIP PLD
3389947  2/13#AVG  CABBHNP    BEEF STRIP LOIN BNLS 0X1 CAB
6236115   2/6#UP       CABBHNP   BEEF TENDERLOIN PSMO
4798559    1/13#UP  BHB/NPM  BEEF STRIPLOIN 1X1 CH
8617264    2/5#      BHB/NPM BACON IRISH PORK LOIN
6562650   14/12 OZ  BHB/NPM PORK CHOP B\I C\C FRCHD DUROC
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SPECIALTY MEATS
Fresh. Quality. Expertise.

TM
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7682802   4/32OZ KEYSTON  *CLEANER ALL PURPOSE ORANGE RTU
7682786  2/2L  KEYSTON    *CLEANER ALL PURPOSE ORG DISP  
7681797  4/1GAL     KEYSTON   *CLEANER ALL PURPOSE PINE RTU  
7715446   4/32OZ        KEYSTON   *CLEANER DEGREASER OVEN RTU    
7715453  4/1GAL       KEYSTON   *CLEANER DEGREASER OVEN RTU    
8412054  4/1GAL KEYSTON   *CLEANER DEGRSR FRYR & GRLL RTU
1243122  2/2L          KEYSTON  *CLEANER DEGRSR GREASELIFT DISP
1326507  4/32OZ       KEYSTON   *CLEANER DEGRSR GREASELIFT RTU 
7681477  4/32OZ       KEYSTON    *CLEANER DEGRSR HGH TMP GRL RTU
0658011  30/3.6OZ   KEYSTON    *CLEANER DEGRSR HGH TMP GRL RTU
7666179 2/2L              KEYSTON   *CLEANER GLASS BLUE DISP       
7682790  4/32OZ       KEYSTON   *CLEANER GLASS BLUE RTU        
 8409262  12/20OZ      KEYSTON   *CLEANER LIQ BLEACH LEMON RTU  
 1293212   4/1GAL    KEYSTON   *CLEANER LIQ VIGOROSO LAVEN RTU
 7715362 6/20OZ      KEYSTON *CLEANER OVEN & GRL ARSL        
 2511802  12/21 OZ     KEYSTON *CLEANSER PWDR OXY BLEACH RTU 



Smart joins powerful to 
help you shine.
By combining powerful insights, innovative chemistry  
and personal service, SMARTPOWER™ brings your 
restaurant operation a new level of safety, simplicity  
and sustainability. With our ability to collect data and 
develop actionable insights, SMARTPOWER™ brings 

you better transparency and control across your entire 
warewashing operation. It’s what your guests see that  
will impress them the most — impeccable wares.
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BEFORE 
The blue dye 
indicates  
protein  
residue.

TM

It’s time to shine.
Partner with Ecolab to solve your toughest 
warewashing challenges with the complete  
program, combining powerful chemistry with  
smart technology and world-class service. 

Visit www.ecolab.com/smartpower  
or call 1.800.35.CLEAN to learn more  
about SMARTPOWER.™

Set yourself apart from the competition with  
the highest level of cleanliness and food safety. 
The combination of machine and manual products 
delivers powerful results, efficiently and sustainably.

The full solution for every stage of your warewashing program.

PRODUCT NAME PICK CODE PACK SIZE

DISHMACHINE HIGH-PERFORMING PRODUCTS

SMARTPOWER™  
DISHMACHINE DETERGENT

6101201 
6101202

4–6.75 lb 
6–6.75 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
DISHMACHINE DETERGENT 
HEAVY DUTY

6101200 4–6.75 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
DISHMACHINE DETERGENT 
SPECIALTY

6101308 4–6.75 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
DISHMACHINE DETERGENT 
METAL SAFE

6101307 4–6.25 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
RINSE ADDITIVE  
ALL PURPOSE

6101203 2–2.5 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
RINSE ADDITIVE  
HEAVY DUTY

6101199 2–2.5 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
SOLID SANITIZER

6101357 (U.S.)

6101398 (Canada)

4x1000 
tablets

PRODUCT NAME PICK CODE PACK SIZE

MANUAL HIGH-PERFORMING PRODUCTS

SMARTPOWER™  
MANUAL DETERGENT

6101350 2–3 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
PRESOAK CUTLERY/
FLATWARE

6101354 3–4 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
PRESOAK POT & PAN

6101352 
6101353

6–5 lb 
3–5 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
SANITIZER

6101355 (U.S.)

6101351 (Canada)

2–2 lb

©2017 Ecolab USA Inc. All rights reserved.     50277/0401/0917

Shine.
Let’s
Together

AFTER  
Enzymes in our 
solid detergent 

wash away  
the problem.

Introducing
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Sysco’s Quality Assurance team of 100 highly trained professionals is 

dedicated to one mission: delivering Sysco Brand products that meet the 

most exacting safety, reliability and quality standards. Through written 

product specifications and on-line inspections, the Quality Assurance 

team functions as Sysco’s eyes and ears through all stages of Sysco Brand 

product development. Such close monitoring guarantees our customers 

consistently safe, wholesome and high-quality products. We can truly say 

“Good things come from Sysco.” 

Visit us at www.sysco.com for more information, 

and check out www.syscofoodie.com for more 

exciting recipes!

Follow us on 

©2017 Sysco Corporation. All Rights Reserved.


